Ortholog identification is a crucial first step in comparative genomics. Here, we present a rapid method of ortholog grouping which is effective enough to allow the comparison of many genomes simultaneously. The method takes as input all-againstall similarity data and classifies genes based on the traditional hierarchical clustering algorithm UPGMA. In the course of clustering, the method detects domain fusion or fission events, and splits clusters into domains if required. The subsequent procedure splits the resulting trees such that intra-species paralogous genes are divided into different groups so as to create plausible orthologous groups. As a result, the procedure can split genes into the domains minimally required for ortholog grouping. The procedure, named DomClust, was tested using the COG database as a reference. When comparing several clustering algorithms combined with the conventional bidirectional best-hit (BBH) criterion, we found that our method generally showed better agreement with the COG classification. By comparing the clustering results generated from datasets of different releases, we also found that our method showed relatively good stability in comparison to the BBH-based methods.
INTRODUCTION
Because of the rapid accumulation of data from various high-throughput technologies, comprehensive gene or protein classification is one of the central issues in bioinformatics (1, 2) . Although classification schemes based on functional roles, molecular interactions or reaction networks have recently become of increasing interest, classification schemes based on sequence or structural similarities are still of fundamental importance. Especially, the accumulation of complete genomes enhances the need for large-scale sequence comparison in light of comparative genomics.
To date, many schemes have been developed to classify proteins into homologous groups, or families. While motifs or profiles that characterize families are helpful for putting the existing knowledge to use (3, 4) , most of the automated schemes use some clustering techniques applied to precomputed pairwise similarities (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Typically, the focus of these researches has been on either the grouping of weakly similar homologs, or the identification of the building blocks of proteins, termed domains, whose combinations generates the variety of naturally existing proteins.
On the other hand, it has long been recognized that orthology, a kind of homology derived from speciation, should be distinguished from paralogy, a kind of homology derived from duplication (12) . The problem of distinguishing orthologs from paralogs has been formulated as a problem of fitting a gene tree to a species tree (13, 14) . Recently, the importance of ortholog identification has been widely recognized in the context of comparative genomics. Ortholog identification is crucial for function prediction, since gene functions are typically conserved between orthologs, whereas paralogs can share similar but different functions. Especially, exhaustive ortholog classification is an essential first step in the recently proposed methods of inferring functional linkages between proteins, such as the phylogenetic profile method (15) , the domain fusion method (16, 17) and the gene neighborhood method (18) [reviewed in (19, 20) ]. Phylogenetic profiles can also be used to predict more specific functions when phenotypic traits of each organism are available (21) .
Despite its importance, however, a scheme for large-scale ortholog grouping for multiple genome comparison is yet to be established. The conventional approach to the identification of orthologs between two genomes is the so-called bidirectional best-hit (BBH) criterion, where two genes, a and b, in the The online version of this article has been published under an open access model. Users are entitled to use, reproduce, disseminate, or display the open access version of this article for non-commercial purposes provided that: the original authorship is properly and fully attributed; the Journal and Oxford University Press are attributed as the original place of publication with the correct citation details given; if an article is subsequently reproduced or disseminated not in its entirety but only in part or as a derivative work this must be clearly indicated. For commercial re-use, please contact journals.permissions@oxfordjournals.org genomes A and B, respectively, are considered to be orthologs if a is the best-hit of b in genome A and vice versa. For three or more genomes, orthologous groups can be constructed by extending the BBH relationships with a clustering algorithm. The Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COGs) Database, a widely used curated database for ortholog grouping, was constructed basically through this approach (22) . However, ortholog grouping is not a simple task; the overall COG construction process has included additional complex procedures such as the addition of species-specific paralogs, the splitting of proteins into multiple domains if required, as well as other caseby-case manual modifications (23) . Although several methods have been developed recently to solve some aspects of the ortholog identification problem (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) , none of them is suitable for any large-scale exhaustive classification comparable to COGs.
Here, we present an efficient algorithm for clustering many protein sequences at the domain level. Our algorithm, DomClust, which was originally developed for our comparative microbial genome database (MBGD) (32) , is a natural extension of the traditional hierarchical clustering algorithm and is suitable for splitting genes into the domains minimally required for ortholog grouping.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Calculation of sequence similarities
Our procedure takes the results as input of all-against-all pairwise protein sequence comparison containing similarity scores and the beginning and ending positions of the aligned segments. We use the following notations: sim(a,b) ¼ (score(a,b), ali ab , ali ba ) is the similarity relationship between the sequences a and b, where score(a,b) is the score between a and b and ali ab ¼ [from, to] is the segment on a that is locally aligned against b. We use square brackets to represent a segment and ali ab .fr and ali ab .to to refer to the individual endpoints.
Basically any sequence alignment program can be used, but here we used the following protocol: for each significant match found by the BLASTP program (33) with an adjusted E-value of <0.001, rigorous local alignment (34) was calculated using the JTT PAM250 scoring matrix (35) . Here, we fixed the search space size to 10 9 for every BLASTP search, and the resulting E-value was further adjusted with E · l q l s · 10 À5 , where l q and l s are the lengths of the query and the subject sequences, respectively; this adjustment favors global matches between short sequences to short local matches between long sequences.
For measuring relatedness, either the similarity score or the distance can be used. While distance is generally more suitable for evolutionary analysis, similarity is a more appropriate measure of local alignment. Here, we used similarity.
Hierarchical clustering as graph contraction
The above data are used to construct a similarity graph, G ¼ (S,H), where S is the set of protein sequences (vertices) and H is the set of homologous relationships (edges). Our clustering procedure is basically a successive contraction of this graph (Figure 1 ) by the traditional hierarchical clustering method known as the unweighted pair-group method using arithmetic averages (UPGMA) (36) . In each iteration, the procedure takes the best similarity edge, say sim(s 1 
is the group-average function for the quantity x, where |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A. The procedure is repeated until the best score becomes worse than the given cutoff, c.
While the usual UPGMA requires a complete similarity matrix, many edges are actually missing in our similarity graph G, because we consider only significant similarities. Thus, for each iteration with the best edge sim(s 1 ,s 2 ), we must consider only a set of vertices S(s 1 ,s 2 ) {s 3 | sim(s 1 ,s 3 ) 2 H _ sim(s 2 ,s 3 ) 2 H}. When one of the two edges is missing, say sim(s 1 ,s 3 ) = 2 H, we assign a fixed score (parameter), m < c, to score(s 1 ,s 3 ) for calculating the average (Figure 1 ). While maintaining the algorithmic logic, this modification reduces the computational cost of UPGMA from O(|S| 2 ) to O(|H|). Hereafter, we call this simple method 'gUPGMA' to distinguish it from the normal UPGMA, where the 'g' stands for 'graphical' or 'gap-filling'.
Note that the parameter m combined with the cutoff c can control the granularity of the clustering: m!c approaches the single linkage method, while m!À1 approaches the complete linkage method. Through a validation test with the COG database as a reference (see below), we found that better results are obtained when m is close to c (data no shown). We set m ¼ 0.95c throughout the present work. See Supplementary Table S1 for list of parameters used in this work.
Domain splitting: an overview
An exhaustive sequence comparison often reveals a number of domain fusion or fission events (37) . Although such events often provide valuable information for predicting functional linkage (16, 17) , they complicate the sequence grouping task. To treat these events, we added a process for domain splitting to the basic procedure outlined above (Figure 2 ). In each iteration with the best edge sim(s 1 ,s 2 ), a merged vertex was split into at most five vertices according to the aligned segment of the best scoring edge: the aligned segment itself and the left and right overhangs on either of the sequences 3 ), ali M3 , ali 3M ), was updated appropriately, by averaging the alignment lengths as well as the scores over all of the relationships included in the merged edges. Figure 2 shows a simplified example, which contains clusters constituted from six domains, A-F, each of which is 100 residues long. One can easily validate this artificial example, since all alignment boundaries are simply equivalent to the domain boundaries, but this assumption generally does not hold in real cases. For practical implementation, it is necessary to answer the following questions: (i) how do we determine the exact positions to be split on the sequences s 1 and s 2 , and (ii) how do we update the information in the edges sim(s 1 ,s 3 ) and sim(s 2 ,s 3 ) for each s 3 2 S(s 1 , s 2 )?
The resulting structure is a directed acyclic graph representing overlapping trees, as shown in Figure 2C ; it is further processed for orthologous grouping (see below).
Some concepts: segment overlap, position mapping and alignment consistency Before describing the procedure precisely, we will introduce some definitions. Let |a| denote the length of the segment a, i.e. |a| ¼ a.toÀa.fr + 1. For the two segments a and b,
The segments a and b are overlapped if |a \ b| > L ov ; we denote this by the predicate overlap(a,b). We also introduce a partial order, 0, between non-overlapping segments: a 0 b if a.to < b.fr + L ov . Here, the minimum overlap length, L ov , between the segments a and b is determined by L ov (a,b) ¼ min{r ovl min(|a|,|b|), max(l min , r ov2 max(|a|,|b|))} with three parameters, 0 < r ov2 < r ov1 < 1 and l min . We set (r ov1 , r ov2 , l min ) ¼ (0.6, 0.3, 50).
The position mapping, T ji (x), is defined as the position of the sequence j aligned against the position x of the sequence i. Although this mapping can be directly obtained from the alignment information, positions other than the endpoints of each alignment need to be mapped by interpolation since our algorithm remembers only the endpoints. Here, we used a simple linear interpolation:
where f ij ¼ ali ij .fr and t ij ¼ ali ij .to. We also denote the mapping of the segment S ¼ [S.fr,S.to] by T ji (S), which is equivalent to the segment [T ji (S.fr), T ji (S.to)]. For example, the equality ali ji ¼ T ji (ali ij ) always holds by definition. In gUPGMA, we consider the three sequences s 1 , s 2 and s 3 at once. Although we usually assume that all pairwise alignments between them are embedded in a common multiple alignment, sometimes this assumption does not hold (especially when there is an internal repetitive structure). To test this, we checked the equivalency of the overlapping patterns between the two segment pairs: {ali 31 , ali 32 } on s 3 and {ali 13 , T 12 (ali 23 )} on s 1 ; we denote this by the predicate consistent(s 1 ,s 2 ,s 3 ). An overlapping pattern is defined by the order of the four endpoints of the segment pair along each sequence. There are 13 possible patterns, among which we defined an equivalency allowing some flexibility (see Supplementary Figure S1 ).
Determination of domain boundaries
We must determine up to four boundaries, i.e. the left and right boundaries on the sequences s 1 and s 2 ; we denote them B 1 ¼ ½b L 1 ‚b R 1 and B 2 ¼ ½b L 2 ‚b R 2 . The problem would be trivially solved as B 1 ¼ ali 12 and B 2 ¼ ali 21 if the alignment boundaries simply correspond to the domain boundaries. Although this strategy works in typical cases, because the best-scoring alignments usually have the highest reliability, it can also yield spurious splits when the alignment boundary leads to a partial covering of a domain. Moreover, our purpose here is to split genes into the domains minimally required for ortholog grouping. Therefore, the procedure checks each s 3 2 S(s 1 ,s 2 ) and extends the boundary when s 3 supports the extension ( Figure 3A) , and splits the sequence when some of the s 3 sequences supports the split ( Figure 3B ). We will now focus on the boundary, b R 1 . Starting from the initial boundary, b 0 R 1 ¼ ali 12 :to (the prime indicates a tentative extended boundary), the procedure examines ali 13 and ali 23 for each s 3 2 S(s 1 ,s 2 ) and extends the boundary to the right when the following conditions are met (Condition I; Figure 3A ): (i) sim(s 3 ,s 1 ) 2 H and sim(s 3 ,s 2 ) 2 H, (ii) consistent(s 1 ,s 2 ,s 3 ), (iii) overlap(ali 13 , ali 12 ) and overlap(ali 23 , ali 21 ) and (iv) ali 13 .to > ali 12 .to and ali 23 .to > ali 21 .to. Let S 1 & S(s 1 ,s 2 ) be a set of s 3 satisfying Condition I. Then, the boundary is updated as b
On the other hand, if there is a s 3 2 S(s 1 , s 2 ) satisfying the following conditions (Condition II; Figure 3B ), we should split the sequence: (i) ali 12 0 ali 13 but not ali 21 0 ali 23 (typically sim(s 3 ,s 2 ) = 2 H, but domain swapping or repetitive structures may yield other patterns), (ii) |ali 31 | > r cov |s 3 | with a coverage parameter, 0 < r cov < 1 and (iii) score(s 1 , s 3 ) > c split with another cutoff score, c split > c. Only the first condition is essential, which suggests that ali 13 and ali 12 belong to different domains, while the other conditions are useful to prevent spurious splits from arising when the similarity of ali 13 is too weak for an orthologous match.
Let S II & S(s 1 , s 2 ) be a set of s 3 satisfying Condition II. We split the sequence at
if either of the following conditions is satisfied: (i) |S II | > n split and js
where |S II | denotes the number of sequences within the clusters contained in the set S II , or (ii) js R 1 j > L max > L min regardless of S II ; otherwise, we set b R 1 ¼ js 1 j. The first condition requires that at least n split sequences satisfy Condition II, whereas the latter allows a sufficiently large (>L max ) unaligned segment to be treated as an independent domain. Here, we set n split ¼ 1, L min ¼ 40 and L max ¼ 400.
Finally the segment s M is constructed by merging the segments B 1 and B 2 ( Figure 3C ). More precisely, it consists of three parts: the aligned segment with the length l MM ¼ avg 12 Figure 3C ), and can be used for mapping positions between the original and merged sequences (through the function T M1 , etc.).
Updating the alignment information
Next, the alignment information between each s 3 2 S(s 1 ,s 2 ) and each new segment (s M , s L 1 , etc.) is updated ( Figure 3C ). The procedure is rather straightforward, although somewhat tedious. Here, we briefly list the key points: 
Phylogenetic-tree cutting
In the structure shown in Figure 2C , one can identify the clusters of homologous domains by traversing it from top to bottom. Also, one can trace the domain-splitting history of each gene by traversing it in reverse direction. One can split genes into the domains minimally required for ortholog grouping by specifying a set of internal nodes as roots.
To do this, we can fit the gene tree into the species tree (13,14) if we can safely assume that there are no horizontal transfers and know both the true gene tree and the true species tree. However, this assumption does not hold in practice, especially in microbial genomes, where a substantial number of horizontal transfers have occurred. Here, we took a simpler but more practical approach: each root node is recursively cut until the two clusters merged at that node share no or few intra-species paralogous genes ( Figure 4A ). More precisely, a root node with two child nodes, A and B, is cut when |Ph(A) \ Ph(B)| / min(|Ph(A)|,|Ph(B)|) > p with a given cutoff parameter, p, where Ph(A) denotes the set of species contained in cluster A (phylogenetic pattern). Strictly speaking, the parameter p must be 0 according to the definition of orthologs, but actually we found that relaxed conditions, around p ¼ 0.5, often generated a more plausible classification. Here, one can incorporate taxonomic relations by counting closely related species only once. In the validation test described below, we adopted this strategy using the set of related species that are assigned the same code in the COG database (see Supplementary Table S2 ).
After the set of root nodes is determined, the domain boundaries on each sequence are determined by mapping the boundary positions stored in each internal node on to its leaf nodes by applying the mapping functions T 1M and T 2M recursively.
Rejoining adjacent domains
Sometimes, the tree-cutting procedure violates the domainsplitting criteria given above. Therefore, the program reexamines the criteria for each adjacent pair of domains in the final step: two adjacent clusters are rejoined when (i) all members in one of the clusters are included in the other, and (ii) the average length of the included cluster is shorter than L max . We also considered more aggressive rejoining at the final step: the two clusters A and B are joined when either of the following conditions is satisfied ( Figure 4B ): (i) |adj(A,B)| > r adj1 max(|A|,|B|), where adj(A,B) is the set of adjacent segments belonging to the clusters A and B, or (ii) |adj(A,B)| > r adj2 min(|A|,|B|) and the average length of the smaller group is shorter than L max ; the latter is a relaxed version of the above original criteria. Here we considered two parameters, 0 < r adj1 < r adj2 < 1, and found the best values through the COG recovery test described below. This procedure could improve the clustering quality, since split genes found only in one or a few genomes often have abnormal split points, which are unlikely to correspond to meaningful domain boundaries.
Validation test
Our program, DomClust, was implemented in the C programming language. The program was validated using the COG database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/) as a reference. Here we mainly used the 2002 update of the COG database (23) (referred to as 'COG02'; 43 genomes, 104 094 sequences, 3307 COGs) but we also used the 2003 update of the COG database (38) (referred to as 'COG03'; 66 genomes, 185 898 sequences, 4873 COGs) for comparison. Orthologous groups were reconstructed from the set of sequences in order to create the COGs, which were obtained from the COG web site. Throughout the work, as the original definition of a COG, we considered only orthologous groups comprising genes of at least three phylogenetically distinct organisms (defined by Supplementary Table S2 ). After eliminating entries that did not satisfy this condition, we retained 3192 COGs in the COG02 set. From this set, we further eliminated groups containing too many paralogs to be considered orthologous groups, and groups conserved in only a few species, which are generally biased and less interesting. For this, we defined a 'well-defined orthologous group' (WDOG) somewhat arbitrarily as a group G such that |G|/|Ph(G)| < 2 and |Ph(G)| > 5. We extracted 2360 WDOGs.
To evaluate the agreement between the two grouping systems, we first identified a set of corresponding group pairs; for each reference (COG) group, the best compatible group was selected from the target groups. The compatibility between the reference (R) and the target (T) groups was evaluated using Jaccard's coefficient |R^T| / (|R| + |T| À |R^T|), where R^T denotes a set of segment pairs overlapping between R and T. Here, we considered that the segments a and b are overlapped if |a \ b|/max(|a|,|b|) > 0.5. After the set of corresponding group pairs was identified, the total agreement was evaluated by the number of matching group pairs For the purpose of comparison, we also tested the following clustering methods: (i) single linkage clustering (SLink), (ii) 'triangular linkage clustering' (TriLink), which is our implementation of the original method described in the COG paper (22) and consists in the merging of triangles in the graph of the best hits when they share the same side and (iii) the TribeMCL algorithm (9) (the program available at http://micans.org/mcl), which uses the equilibrium probabilities of a Markov chain defined on the similarity graph for evaluating transitive similarities, a method recently applied to the ortholog grouping problem (30) .
For these methods, the BBH relationships were used as input. Here, we used a relaxed criterion: a gene pair (a, b) of the genomes A and B is considered to be in a BBH relationship when the genes satisfy score(a,b) > r BH max {max y2B [score(a,y)],max x2A [score(b,x)]}, with one parameter, 0 <r BH < 1 (r BH ¼ 1 corresponds to the rigorous BBH). Intra-species homologs were also included when a gene pair (a,b) of the genome A satisfied score(a,b) > r BH max {max x2GÀA [score(a,x)],max x2GÀA [score(b,x)]}, where G-A denotes all genomes except A. In addition, we also prepared BBH relationships from which alignments with low coverage, defined as max(|ali 12 |/|s 1 |,|ali 21 |/|s 2 |) < r cov , were filtered out. During the evaluation, we systematically changed the parameters r BH and r cov together with the score cutoff c (for SLink and TriLink) or the inflation parameter I (for TribeMCL) to find the parameter set that gives the best M Tot . On the other hand, all similarity relationships were used in DomClust, since the algorithm already includes such best-hit-first criteria.
Stability of the clustering methods
We evaluated the stability of the clustering methods by comparing two sets of clusters created from two different datasets, COG02 (old) and COG03 (new). For each method, the same parameters as those selected above (i.e. those giving the best M Tot for the COG02 set) were used. After clustering, sequences only in the new dataset were eliminated. In the comparison, we examined which new clusters the members of each old cluster belonged to, and classified each old cluster (C old ) into the following six categories: (i) unchanged: there is a unique new cluster that consists of the same members as C old ; (ii) group-merged: C old is merged with other old clusters into a new cluster; (iii) group-divided: C old is divided into multiple new clusters, each of which contain no member of the other old clusters; (iv) domain-merged: similar to groupmerged, but allowing different domains (usually adjacent to one another) to fuse into one; (v) domain-divided: similar to group-divided, but allowing splits of a sequence into multiple domains; (vi) others, including more complex cases. We considered the ratio of 'unchanged' clusters as an indication of stability. See Supplementary data for the precise definition.
RESULTS
DomClust took about a minute or more to classify the entire COG02 dataset (|H| ¼ 3.5 · 10 6 ) on a 2.4 GHz Xeon machine. This was more than four times faster than TribeMCL with BBH relationships when using the selected set of parameters, even though TribeMCL used a smaller input (Table 1) . DomClust has been available on the MBGD server (http:// mbgd.genome.ad.jp/) (32), on which there are more than 200 classified microbial genomes (the DomClust program itself is available at http://mbgd.genome.ad.jp/domclust/), but here we focused on the validation of the method using this smaller dataset. At first, as an example of DomClust classification containing domain fusion or fission events, we show the orthologous groups of RNA polymerase beta (RpoB) and beta' (RpoC) subunits ( Figure 5 ). These subunits are fused into one gene in the genomes of two strains of Helicobacter pylori, 26695 (Hpy) and J99 (jHp), while in most archaea, each subunit is further divided into two genes. The history of domain splitting can be traced by traversing the tree in a bottom-up manner ( Figure 5A ): the algorithm first joined the fused genes of Hpy and jHp, and then it divided the cluster into two domains when joining the cluster with the RpoC ortholog of the Campylobacter jejuni (Cje) genome; the remainder domain was subsequently joined with the RpoB ortholog of Cje. By repeating this procedure, DomClust finally identified five orthologous domains ( Figure 5B ).
Evaluation of the clustering methods: the COG recovery test
To evaluate the DomClust algorithm, we performed COG recovery tests using as a reference the set of 2360 WDOGs from the COG02 dataset. First, we performed extensive tests to determine the parameters giving the best agreement with the COG, according to the total agreement value, M Tot (Supplementary Table S1 ). Next, we compared the results with those of the other clustering methods (SLink, TriLink and TribeMCL) applied to the BBH similarity data (Table 2 and Figure 6 ). For each method, the best parameter set was again selected using the agreement value M Tot (Table 2 ). In addition, we also tested the DomClust algorithm without a domain-splitting procedure, i.e. gUPGMA with the phylogenetic-tree cutting procedure (designated simply as gUPGMA). Figure 6 ). The resulting order of M Tot values was SLink (4296) < TriLink (4702) < TribeMCL (5638) < gUPGMA (5827) < DomClust (6176). Note that the TriLink method taken from the original COG construction protocol did not recover the COG groups well, suggesting that the actual COG construction process was far more complex.
We tested the significance of the differences between the methods adjacent in the above inequality with the sign test, where the numbers of entries that showed better/worse agreement were counted, and the P-value was calculated using binomial distribution with a success probability of 0.5. As a result, we found all the differences highly significant (P < 10 À10 ), except the difference between TribeMCL and gUPGMA, which was only marginally significant (P ¼ 0.004) (see Supplementary Figure S2 ). The performance superiority of DomClust over gUPGMA indicates that the domain-splitting procedure was indeed effective. The difference between TribeMCL and gUPGMA was less clear, but the advantage of gUPGMA over TribeMCL appeared to be the larger M Ph value: while the M Ex values of TribeMCL (930) and gUPGMA (945) were almost the same, a clearer difference was observed between the M Ph values of TribeMCL (1229) and gUPGMA (1305).
According to the definition, two distinct subfamilies that share the same phylogenetic pattern should always be paralogous. This is the key point of our phylogenetic-tree cutting procedure. However, in the COG database, the subfamilies A and B are sometimes merged even if Ph(A) Ph(B). One of the examples is COG0593 (ATPase involved in DNA replication initiation), in which the DnaA orthologs conserved throughout the bacteria are merged with a distinct subfamily distributed among some gram-negative bacteria. In such a case, the counterpart of phylo-MGP (with the same phylogenetic pattern but with a smaller group size) can be more appropriate than the COG group. In this sense, we consider the M Ph value to be a good indication of the classification performance. This feature of gUPGMA and DomClust also appears in the average number of inparalogs (Table 2) ; the The average number of inparalogs, which is defined as the sum of cluster sizes divided by the sum of the numbers of organisms included in all clusters. The term 'inparalog' is adopted from ref. (41) .
clusters generated by these methods contain fewer inparalogs than those generated by other methods. Note that the phylogenetic pattern itself can play an important role in function prediction (15) . Therefore, our results, in which the agreement of the phylogenetic patterns between the automatic and the manual classification was at most 60%, suggest that the limitation of this approach may be in the definition of orthologous groups. Note also that there is also an erroneous phylo-MGP pattern, i.e. the incorrect elimination of some lineage-specific paralogs. This pattern typically appears when a simple BBH strategy is used. From the nature of the algorithm, though, we can safely rule out this possibility for the gUPGMA and DomClust methods.
Validation of domain boundaries
During the test described above, DomClust identified 5377 split points in 4630 sequences, whereas the COG02 groups contained 3794 split points in 3117 sequences (here, we also counted the domains that were excluded from the final set of clusters due to the lack of orthologs in phylogenetically distinct organisms). The number of clusters containing genes that were split into multiple domains was 1302 (DomClust) or 971 (COG02); about 30% of the clusters contained such genes in either classification (Table 2 ). There were 1913 sequences (41.3% for DomClust and 61.2% for COG) that were commonly split by both methods (Table 3 ). The number of split points actually depended on the parameters, especially the rejoining parameters r adj1 and r adj2 . By reducing (r adj1 , r adj2 ) from (1, 1) to (0.8, 0.95), the selected set, we could reduce the number of split points to 68.7% (5377/7822), while the number of sequences commonly split was only slightly reduced (1913/1978, 96 .7%) ( Table 3 ). This means that many of the partially matched orthologs were probably lineage-specific fission (rather than fusion) genes, some of which might have resulted from frameshift mutations or errors (37); these were in many cases treated as a single cluster rather than split clusters in the COG database. However, it is very difficult to find clear-cut general criteria for determining whether the clusters should be split or not. Indeed, although we were able to reduce the number of split points by further reducing the rejoining parameters, we could not improve the agreement ratio substantially (Table 3) .
We also examined the positional differences between corresponding (i.e. nearest) boundaries on the 1913 sequences commonly split by the two methods. In total, 1498 split points (66.9% of the 2240 split points) were located within ±50 residues (Table 3) . We think that this correspondence is fairly good, considering that our main purpose was to group sequences correctly rather than to determine accurate domain boundaries.
Clustering stability
It is a desirable feature of clustering methods to avoid extreme changes between releases. To test the stability of each method, we compared the clustering results created from the COG02 and COG03 datasets with the same method and parameters ( Figure 7A) . First of all, the manually maintained COG database was extremely stable: about 75% of the clusters were 'unchanged.' This is probably because the actual COG updating process was incremental (38) . The automated methods were generally less stable, but TriLink was extremely unstable. This instability seems to be related to the emergence of a 'giant component' in the COG03 clusters (Supplementary Figure S3) , which is a common problem of SLink and related methods. On the contrary, SLink appeared to be relatively stable at first glance (note that very stringent conditions were set for SLink; see Table 2 ). However, when the total effect was evaluated based on the number of cluster members ( Figure 7B ), the ratio of unchanged entries in SLink was substantially reduced, indicating that a relatively large number of small clusters accounts for a large proportion of 'unchanged' clusters (see Supplementary Figure S3 ).
On the whole, gUPGMA showed relatively good stability. Here, the 'group-merged'-to-'group-divided' ratio appeared to be balanced in contrast to SLink, TriLink and TribeMCL, where the ratios were biased toward 'group-merged' clusters (it is a logical consequence of the SLink algorithm that all changes must be 'group-merged,' although exceptions may arise due to the BBH selection step). DomClust showed a similar tendency but was less stable than gUPGMA, probably due to the additional complexity of the domain-splitting procedure (see below). In terms of the effects of domain splitting, the COG database was again extremely stable. Note that extreme stability can also be a drawback, in that an extremely stable method is unable to catch up with meaningful changes between different releases.
Change in orthologous-domain organization: an example
As an example of DomClust groups whose domain organizations were changed between different datasets, here we show the orthologous groups of ModE protein, a molybdate-responsive transcription regulator (Figure 8 ) (in the following example, we used different parameters from the default ones to simplify the example). When using the COG02 dataset, DomClust split the Escherichia coli ModE protein into two domains belonging to the groups referred to here as Group A and Group B, respectively ( Figure 8A ); Group B, the C-terminal one, also included individual proteins (e.g. HI1370) annotated as molybdopterin-binding proteins, MopI. On the other hand, when using the COG03 dataset, DomClust did not split the ModE protein, but classified it into a different group (Group C) than that containing MopI (Group D) ( Figure 8B ). It is known that ModE consists of two domains: the N-terminal domain carrying a helix-turnhelix motif (LysR type) for binding to DNA and the C-terminal domain containing the molybdate-binding site, which is similar to MopI (39, 40) ; indeed, the C-terminal domain contains two TOBE domains (Pfam ID: PF03459). Therefore, the domain splitting shown in Figure 8A is reasonable, but this does not mean that these are indeed reasonable 'orthologous' domains. So how did this organizational change occur? Actually, in this case, the phylogenetic-tree cutting procedure was responsible for this change. When using the COG02 dataset, the algorithm directly generated two separate domains corresponding to Group A and Group B, respectively ( Figure 8C ), since in this case the criterion for tree cutting was not fulfilled at either of the root nodes (encircled in Figure 8C ). On the other hand, when using the COG03 dataset, the algorithm separated Group D from Group C at the node indicated by the blue horizontal bar in Figure 8D , because the phylogenetic pattern of the right subtree largely overlapped that of the left subtree ( Figure 8D ). As a result, the algorithm rejoined the domain in the remaining (overlapping) subtree with the adjacent domain and generated Group C.
This example clearly illustrates the complexity and difficulty of the orthologous-domain classification problem, which are quite different from those of the usual domain classification problem. Probably this complexity reduces the clustering stability of DomClust; nonetheless, we would like to emphasize that the stability of DomClust is not worse than that of the BBH-based methods tested here (Figure 7) .
DISCUSSION
DomClust as a tool for orthologous-domain classification: summary
We presented here a method useful for grouping orthologous domains in multiple genomes. To our knowledge, this is the first report of a fully automated method of large-scale orthologous grouping at the domain level, and it is also the first direct application of the traditional UPGMA to this kind of problem. Although most of the previous studies have relied on the BBH criterion, BBH pairs are not always orthologs. Two non-orthologous genes may become a BBH pair when both of their respective orthologs have been lost. Lineage-specific paralogs, or inparalogs (41), can complicate the problem, although it can be overcome by some elaborate methods such as Inparanoid (24) . A more serious problem is probably the fact that the extension of pairwise ortholog relationships to multiple genomes by SLink or its relatives such as TriLink is generally not relevant, because of the non-transitive nature of orthologous relationships (42) . UPGMA, on which our algorithm is based, can solve the problems naturally. Indeed, we have shown here that UPGMA-based methods have an advantage over the BBH-based ones in terms not only of validity, measured through the COG recovery test, but also of stability. The main feature of our algorithm is its integration of the domain-splitting procedure into UPGMA. A comparison of DomClust with simple gUPGMA with the COG recovery test has clearly corroborated this advantage.
DomClust as a tool for homologous-domain classification
Although DomClust was developed mainly for ortholog grouping, it is also applicable to general homologousdomain classification by simply omitting the phylogenetictree cutting procedure. To date, numerous methods have been developed to address this issue (1, 43) . Since homology is a transitive relationship, SLink may be the natural solution to the problem of grouping homologs. However, since SLink is known to chain different domains, such a method requires either implicit or explicit handling of multidomain structures. Clearly, DomClust belongs to the latter (explicit handling) class of methods, but first we note that gUPGMA without domain splitting already has some properties common to methods of the former (implicit handling) class: (i) ProtoMap (8) and CluSTr (44) use hierarchical clustering schemes that are recursive applications of SLink clustering with various cutoff values. They are similar to gUPGMA, but require a series of arbitrary cutoff values. A more seamless approach is taken by ProtoNet (5), a recent replacement of ProtoMap, whose clustering scheme (45) is probably very similar to gUPGMA, especially when using the geometric means of the E-values as merged scores. (ii) GeneRAGE (11) is based on SLink clustering, but it uses a simple criterion to detect multidomain proteins and splits clusters using this information. The criterion is based on a violation of transitivity in similarity relations, which can be represented as the incomplete triangle shown in Figure 1 . gUPGMA imposes a penalty on such a relationship by assigning it a bad score, which prevents multidomain proteins from connecting different domain clusters, although DomClust treats this issue more explicitly. (iii) The normalized cut algorithm (25) and TribeMCL (9) are more sophisticated methods which use a network flow model on a similarity graph. Although these algorithms are quite different from gUPGMA, all of these methods take both the similarity scores (as edge weights) and graph connectivity into consideration in the clustering processes. Figure 8 . Orthologous groups containing the E.coli ModE protein, an example of DomClust groups whose domain organizations were changed between the COG02 and COG03 datasets. These clusters were generated using the cutoff score of 80. (A) Domain organization of the ModE orthologs generated from the COG02 dataset. (B) Domain organization of the ModE orthologs generated from the COG03 dataset. The genes added to the COG03 database but not to the COG02 database are indicated by italic letters. (C) Hierarchical clustering tree for Group A and Group B. The root node of each group is encircled. The intraspecies paralogs appearing in both subtrees of the root node of Group B are indicated by bold green text. Here, Hin (Haemophilus influenzae) and Pmu (Pasteurella multocida) are counted only once, since they are closely related organisms. Consequently, the effective number of overlapping organisms is 2, just half of the total number of organisms in each subtree. This does not satisfy the phylogenetic-tree cutting criterion with the cutoff value of 0.5. (D) Hierarchical clustering tree for Group C and Group D. The horizontal bars indicate the points of tree cutting, which generated Group C and Group D. The intraspecies paralogs appearing in both subtrees of the original root node of Group D are indicated by bold green text. In this case, the effective number of overlapping organisms is 4, which exceeds the cutoff of the tree cutting.
Among the classification methods which explicitly treat the domain structure, such as ProDom (6), DOMO (7) and ADDA (10), the salient feature of the DomClust algorithm is again its integration of a domain splitting procedure into the hierarchical clustering scheme. Because of the greedy nature of the algorithm, it can be a cost-effective solution to the domain splitting problem, just as the progressive alignment method is a cost-effective solution to the problem of gap insertion in multiple alignment. In fact, DomClust was even much faster than TribeMCL in our COG recovery test (Table 1) . However, we must note some limitations. First, domain boundaries can become very ambiguous near the root node. This is partly because the procedure averages the boundaries at each clustering step. Moreover, the alignment qualities generally become worse between less similar sequences. Second, the procedure cannot handle repetitive structures correctly. This difficulty derives from step (ii) of the alignment updating procedure. These problems are partly due to the fact that DomClust does not calculate explicit sequence alignment, which generally requires much computation time. However, in practice these problems have relatively little effect on ortholog grouping.
Difficulty of the ortholog grouping problem
In the original definition by Fitch (12) , orthology is a well-defined concept in terms of evolution, and knowledge of the correct evolutionary history (gene and species trees) is the only prerequisite for ortholog grouping. It is interesting to imagine that a hierarchical structure such as the one shown in Figure 5A might truly illustrate the evolutionary history of complex domain structures. Although this poses an interesting problem, unfortunately currently we cannot expect so much; the similarity score does not exactly reflect the evolutionary distance, and the UPGMA algorithm often fails to reconstruct an evolutionary tree unless the molecular clock assumption holds.
In fact, the definition of orthologous groups is still somewhat obscure. Although this is not stated in Fitch's original definition, many biologists strongly expect an orthologous group to be a group of functionally equivalent genes. In addition, for prokaryotic genomes, the original definition based on speciation has already been violated due to the existence of horizontal transfers. Domain fusion/fission events add further complexity to the problem. In this context, a similarity-based clustering method can be a practical solution to the problem of gene classification. In the COG database, many difficulties were overcome by manual modifications. However, COG grouping is not the only 'correct' classification; indeed, orthologous relationships may be different according to the set of organisms considered (24, 32) . Moreover, manual maintenance will soon become impractical, as the number of genomes increases. In this study, we incorporated many complex classification processes into a relatively simple framework with parameters adjusted using the COG database as a reference. But there is still room for improvement, in that a more rigorous scheme based on the original ortholog definition must be implemented, especially for eukaryotic genome comparison. We believe that our method is flexible enough to adapt to more rigorous schemes which might be developed in the future, and that it provides efficient ways of creating orthologous groups from huge numbers of genomes, which is the crucial first step in large-scale comparative genomics.
